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Financial capability programs require action over time
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Examples of financial capability programs
1. Asset ownership programs
2. Credit counseling
3. Financial coaching
4. Financial counseling



There’s also empirical support connecting retention, 
engagement, client financial success
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Yet client engagement and retention 
remains a challenge
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Barriers to engagement and retention
1. The program is not a good fit for the client’s needs;
2. The program delivery is unsatisfactory; or
3. The program design makes engagement difficult or 

unwieldy for clients.



What can be done to boost client 
engagement and retention?
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Three Strategies:  
1. Recruiting for fit; 
2. Measuring client satisfaction and responding to feedback; and
3. Incorporating behavioral insights into program design



Recruit clients for program fit
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Recruit clients for program fit (continued)

1
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1. Build strong partnerships with community organizations 
2. Engage current and former clients with recruitment
3. Make warm handoffs when clients are not a good match



Measure client satisfaction
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Stanford Social Innovation 
Review Survey: 
● 88% of respondents gather 

client feedback from those 
they help but only 13% 
believe this feedback is a 
“top source of insight” for 
continuous improvement



Incorporate behavioral insights into program design
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1. Early program experience
2. Program Design



Early program experience matters
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When a member does not settle 
into regular meetings quickly, it is 
less likely that they will resume 
engagement later on.



Program design 
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• Streamline program design to boost client action-taking 
• Align program design with client needs and realities
• Create flexible program logistics to meet clients’ needs—look 

at the report for these 
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• LIFT overview: why feedback is 
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LIFT overview: Member journey



LIFT overview: Member-centered model

• Strong 1-1 relationship 
between coach and member

• Elevating members’ voices
• Participatory program design
• Networking and leadership 

opportunities for parents



LIFT overview: Progress takes time



Feedback at LIFT: The “burst” approach

• A burst is a light lift for both staff and members
• Lots of data, over a short time period
• Limits survey fatigue for members

• New questions can be posed to follow-up on previous bursts
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Feedback at LIFT: Data collection

• Members complete a short survey 
after meeting with a coach

• Surveys are delivered on iPad 
kiosks, on a laptop, or via email

• Data is sent to Horizon, LIFT’s 
Salesforce-based case 
management system, and is de-
identified



Feedback at LIFT: Monitoring data in real 
time

• Salesforce dashboards 
help staff track results 
in real time

• Results are refreshed 
weekly so individual 
respondents can’t be 
identified

• LIFT staff across sites 
can compare notes



Results: Early engagement predicts progress



Results: Engagement persists over time

Members who gave LIFT 
high marks in summer 
2019 were more likely to 
have regular meetings 
through January 2020



Results: Engagement yields higher incomes

Members who gave 
LIFT high marks in 
summer 2019 were 
also more likely to have 
increased their income 
by January 2020
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How can funders support client engagement and retention?
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Four recommendations: 
1. Urge grantees to be purposeful about client 

engagement and retention
2. Support grantee systems to assess client engagement 

and test what works 
3. Help your grantees integrate behavioral design 

principles into programs
4. Support strong referral ecosystems across 

organizations
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PLEASE FILL OUT OUR SURVEY
`̀

The survey will pop up on your screen momentarily
and will also be sent to you via email  

WE VALUE YOUR TIME,
AND YOUR RESPONSES WILL INFORM 

OUR FUTURE PLANNING  

Thank you for attending today’s 
Asset Funders Network 

presentation 
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